WHY CHOOSE TELEX?

Sometimes there’s a lot involved in getting from A to B. Our solutions help coordinate a smooth, safe journey and on-time arrival – whether it’s for people or products.

Whether the task is offloading cargo in a port, coordinating airline ground operations, or getting students to school, it takes fast, efficient communications to make sure things happen as they should – all while maintaining safety and security.

Ports are busy places and it can be tough to have a complete picture of what is going on. Our radio dispatch system allows a variety of stakeholders, such as cargo handlers, tugs, and safety and security personnel to make sure everything works in sync.

When it comes to ground operations and maintenance, our system is the choice for multiple major airlines operating in the U.S. Since we can handle multiple radio technologies, ground operations radios can be linked when needed with those of other airport operations, including those of public safety. This allows an airline to make sure that passengers and cargo get to where they need to be while maintaining safety for everyone involved. Because the system uses IP as its backbone, operations at any given airport can be linked back to a central corporate command and control facility and/or linked to operations at another airport.

School bus operations might not sound glamorous or complicated, but there’s a lot that goes on, especially those first few days of the new school year. That’s why we are the choice of Denver and Minneapolis public schools. Calls into dispatch can range from safety and security issues for bus drivers to parents looking for a child, a missed stop, or a lost item. Our call queue feature makes sure that calls made into dispatch are handled with efficiency.
Because Telex Radio Dispatch is a Bosch brand, we offer a full spectrum of solutions that can be integrated together to meet your unique needs, whether it’s for **dispatch, public address, conferencing, CCTV, fire, or security** – to name a few!

Visit [www.telex.com/dispatch](http://www.telex.com/dispatch) to learn more or find a Telex Radio Dispatch representative near you.